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Policy Plan for Policing in America Released Today

Re-Imagining Public Safety: Prevent

Harm and Lead with the Truth
Today the Justice Collaboratory, in a joint effort with Center for
Policing Equity released a report calling for a new
conversation about police reform in America. Re-imagining
Public Safety: Prevent Harm and Lead with the Truth focuses
on advancing policing through strategies backed by science
and experience. It is being released in advance of the 2020
Presidential Election with the goal of making these important
concepts part of the ongoing national dialogue. 

The action plan focuses on four core principles — safety,
dignity, parsimony, and equity. Under that framework, the
authors detail five actionable steps they believe should lead
the charge towards re-imagining public safety. 

 
♦  Law enforcement setting a new standard that focuses on building public trust. 
 
♦  Federal Government facilitating the culture change by incentivizing procedural justice
programs. 
 
♦  Law enforcement agencies measuring and managing police behavior through data. 
 
♦  Law enforcement and communities coming together to reconcile past harms. 
 
♦  Creation of a National Review Board framework to address negative policing events.

The report was authored by our Yale Law School faculty co-founders - Tracey Meares, Walton Hale
Hamilton Professor of Law and Tom Tyler, Macklin Fleming Professor of Law and Professor of
Psychology. The Justice Collaboratory Executive Director Caroline Nobo Sarnoff; and JC members
Elizabeth Hinton, Harvard Professor of History and of African and African American Studies; and
Phillip Atiba Goff, President of the Center for Policing Equity and Franklin A. Thomas Professorship
in Policing Equity, John Jay College. 

 

Visit us on Twitter @JCollaboratory to find out more. 

The Justice Collaboratory brings together scholars and researchers of diverse theoretical and
methodological orientations at Yale University and elsewhere to work on issues related to
institutional reform and policy innovation and advancement. It infuses theory and empirical
research in order to achieve its goal of making the components of criminal justice operation
simultaneously more effective, just, and democratic.
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